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Executive Summary
The Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG) has historically played a key role as the economic engine of
Harford County, MD. The installation has seen considerable growth since BRAC 2005; as a result,
the defense‐related spending throughout the County has increased providing high‐wage jobs for
active duty, civilian, and defense contractors residing both in and around the County. As a result
of the limited information available to the participants of the recent Edgewood Small Area Study,
the County has commissioned the Edgewood CBRNE Economic Impact Study. The goal of this
study is to provide the County with the necessary economic and market data needed to execute
the recommendations of the Small Area Study.
The report that follows is comprised of two components:
1. The Economic Impacts associated with APG on Edgewood
2. The Market Demand for Commercial Development throughout Edgewood
Utilizing current defense‐related spending flows tied to APG, the research team estimates the
total economic impacts (direct, indirect, and induced) of defense spending on Harford County
results in just over 32,000 jobs, $2.95 billion in compensation, and $5.13 billion in gross regional
product (GRP). This equates to approximately 42% of the County’s total economy.
Table 1. Economic Impact of Aberdeen Proving Grounds on Region, FY 2017
Harford County
Type
Direct
Indirect
Induced
Total
Type
Direct
Indirect
Induced
Total

Total Jobs
19,500
3,600
9,000
32,100
Total Jobs
1,100
‐
700
1,800

Gross Regional
Product
$2.40 B
$4.18 B
$0.18 B
$0.25 B
$0.36 B
$0.70 B
$2.95 B
$5.13 B
Edgewood Zip 21040
Gross Regional
Total Compensation
Product
$168.51 M
$319.45 M
$1.16 M
$2.05 M
$26.29 M
$56.32 M
$196.0 M
$377.8 M
Total Compensation

% of GRP
35%
2%
6%
42%
% of GRP
32%
0%
6%
38%

Source: IMPLAN V3.1.1001.12
Note: Columns may not sum due to rounding. All dollar values are 2019 USD. Total compensation includes wages and benefits.
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With respect to Edgewood, these spending impacts translate to approximately 1,800 jobs, $196
million in compensation, and $378 million in GRP, equating to 38% of the Edgewood economy.
Although, these impacts are substantial for Edgewood, the community has struggled with
providing the commercial development necessary to attract and sustain the high‐wage earning
households other regions throughout the County have. A strength of Edgewood, however, is its
proximity to APG South and the defense‐related commuters that travel its road to commute to
and from the installation.
Table 2. Demand for Commercial Product
Edgewood 2019 ‐ 2028

Product Type
Multifamily
Office

Retail

Inventory

Occupancy

Lease Rates

Supportable
Demand

1,913

95%

$1.10

250 ‐ 300 units

184,806

97%

$18.97

35,000 sf

Retail Potential

Retail Sales

Leakage

$1,234.49

$1,208.35

‐$26.13

Supportable
Demand
55,000 sf

Note: Demand for retail is based on a 10‐minute drive‐time from the gate of APG South.

Although many APG personnel reside in other areas of the County, Edgewood does have
potential to develop commercially. Table 2 presents a snapshot of current market demand for
multifamily, office, and retail throughout Edgewood. As can be seen, occupancy rates for
Multifamily and Office product are extremely high at 97% and 95% respectively, while lease rates
are competitive with county averages. Within a 10‐minute drive‐time from the gates of APG
South, there exists a deficiency of approximately $26 million in retail sales provided locally,
indicating the demand for additional retail space. In all, over the next 10‐years Edgewood will
able to support approximately 250 – 300 units of multifamily product, 35,000 sf of office space,
and 55,000 sf of retail space.
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Introduction
The Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG) located in Harford County, Maryland has long since been an
economic driver for the County and surrounding communities. Although the state of Maryland
regularly provides updates to its statewide defense industry and military installation economic
impact study, understanding how APG impacts individual communities throughout the County
has, until now, remained an unknown. In the fall of 2018, Harford County commissioned an
economic impact assessment of APG South and its impacts on the community of Edgewood, MD.
This assessment was driven by the Edgewood Small Area Study that found a lack of data
associated with mission growth at the APG South. The lack of economic data surrounding APG
South prohibited the study team from accessing the demand of commercial product
(multifamily, office, and retail product) and other amenities throughout the Edgewood
community. While certain communities throughout Harford County have prospered as a result
of APG and the high wage, defense‐related RDT&E jobs the installation brings to the area, others
have not fared as well. Edgewood, situated just outside the gates of APG South, is one such
community.
Table 3. Demographic Comparison (2018), Harford County vs Edgewood, MD
2018 Demographics:

Harford County

Edgewood

257,991

25,085

41

33

Associate Degree

8%

8%

Bachelor' Degree

21%

13%

Graduate Degree

14%

7%

College Educated

43%

28%

$84,556

$58,349

Total Population
Employed Civilian Population 16+
Median Age
Educational Attainment:

Household Income:
Median Household Income
Source: DemographicsNow
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As can be seen from Table 3, Edgewood maintains a significantly lower median age, educational
attainment, and household income rates than the County as a whole. At first blush, these
demographics do not bode well for development opportunities located outside of APG South
gate; however, as we discuss in the final section of this report, given the affluent nature of the
rest of the County there are some development opportunities for Edgewood to leverage.

Economic Impact Methodology
An economic impact assessment estimates how specific direct spending flows ripple through the
local economy whereby generating indirect (second order) and induced (tertiary) spending
effects. Direct spending represents a series of production changes or expenditures made by
producers/consumers as a result of an activity or policy. In this case, we are concerned with the
direct spending of the military on the region. Indirect effects capture the impact of local
industries buying goods and services from other local industries. This cycle of spending works its
way backwards through the supply chain until all money leaks from the local economy. Finally,
induced effects are those regional effects caused by households spending, such as the effects of
military personnel spending their income on the local economy. Taken together, these impacts
capture the total economic effects of a given spending flow.
Multiple methodologies exist to reliably estimate the economic impacts of a military installation
on a given region. For the purpose of the study, we utilize a comprehensive approach to our
estimates. This approach models three distinct federal spending flows associated with APG:
1. Personnel Compensation (Active Duty, Federal Civilian, National Guard, and Reserve)
2. Defense Procurement Contracts (performed in‐region)
3. Transfer Payments (Veterans and military retiree pension payments)
While most studies utilize only compensation and procurement contracts, we also incorporate
transfer payments as many personnel who work in the defense industry are veterans and
military retirees and the pension/compensation dollars they receive from the Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA) and the Department of Defense (DoD) have induced impacts on the local
economy.
Unlike previous studies, our region of analysis is at the zip code level. We do so in order to
estimate the impacts to the Edgewood (zip code 21040) community. A function of this approach
is the development of estimates for 20 Harford zip codes contained in the IMPLAN model. A
critical shortcoming of this approach is IMPLAN’s inability to conduct a Multi‐regional I/O analysis
capturing the impacts of trade flow from each zip code within the County. To adjust for this, an
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aggregate model containing all zips is run for Harford County then impacts are distributed at the
zip code level based on the outputs of individual zip scenarios.
IMPLAN Input‐output Model. This assessment utilized the industry standard input‐output (I/O)
model from IMPLAN. The IMPLAN model allows analysts to estimate the total economic effects
of a given spending flow utilizing a set of industry multipliers. The I/O model, at its core, is an
accounting matrix wherein all monetary transactions between industries, households, and
governments are estimated at the national and regional levels. These matrices present the
linkages between industries, households, and governments and thus provide multipliers across
each functional component. The John Locke Foundation put it best when they write:
Input‐output analysis and input‐output models are mathematical representations of
an economy. Input‐output analysis provides a means for examining the
relationships within an economy, both between businesses and between business
and final consumers. One objective of input‐output models is to capture all the
monetary market transactions between industries and final consumers for a specific
period of time. The resulting mathematical representation of the economy allows
analysts to examine very detailed representations of a region’s industrial structure
and to trace how changes in one or more sectors of an economy affects other
sectors in the region.1

Data collection. Our team utilized a mix‐methods approach to data collection. All economic,
demographic, and market data used in this analysis were pulled from federal and proprietary
data sources including:







US Bureau of Economic Analysis
US Department of Defense
US Department of Treasury
US Department of Veterans Affairs
Demographics Now
IMPLAN Input‐output model

In conjunction with these data sources, our team held a series of interview with tenants of APG
South including (in no particular order):


1

Edgewood Chemical Biological Center (ECBE)
US Public Health Command

The John Locke Foundation: https://www.johnlocke.org/site‐docs/traffic/22Appendix2.pdf
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Program Executive Office, Assembled Chemical Weapons Alternatives (PEO‐ACWA)
20th Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and Explosives (CBRNE) Command

Data collected from each interview was used to validate all quantitative data, and directly
informed the findings and recommendations at the end of this report.
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APG Edgewood Area and Edgewood Community Compatibility Assessment
The Edgewood Area of APG, formerly Edgewood Arsenal, is made up of approximately 10,126
acres of land located on the southern portion of APG. There are three distinct sub‐areas on this
portion of APG:




The security area (220 acres)
The Cantonment (5,156 acres)
The RDT&E range area (4,970 acres)

The Edgewood Area lies to the south of the Edgewood community in Harford County. It is the
chemical research and engineering center for the US Army and is recognized as the Army CBRNE
Center of Excellence. Along with the military mission operations at the Edgewood Area, the
Army provides housing for members via the private developer, Corvias Military Living who
develop and manage housing at the Edgewood Area. There are two family housing areas and
one bachelor’s housing area at the Edgewood Area.
Edgewood Area Background and History

The Edgewood Arsenal was established in 1917 and was part of the Chemical Warfare Service
beginning with WWI and continuing through WWII. During the 1950’s and 1960’s the arsenal
provided support for a military retaliatory and defensive capability along with programs in
support of smoke, incendiary, and flame weapons. In 1971, the arsenal was consolidated with
APG and became known as the Edgewood Area of APG. In the 1990’s, the Edgewood Area was
key in the development and execution of demilitarization options for chemical weapons and the
Edgewood Chemical Biological Center was established. In 2005 the chemical weapons stockpile
destruction at the Edgewood Area was completed. With increasing concerns for homeland
defense post September 2001, the Joint Program Executive Office for Chemical and Biological
Defense moved to EA joining other related organization already there. Today, the Edgewood
Area is renowned for its expertise in chemical and biological defense, and is known as the Army’s
CBRNE, Center of Excellence. There are currently several key organizations carrying out the
military mission at the Edgewood Area, as well as other missions unrelated to CBRNE operations.
Edgewood Area Major Organizations and Tenants



U.S. Army Combat Capabilities Development Command Chemical Biological Center (CCDC
Chemical Biological Center)
The CCDC Chemical Biological Center is a research and development resource for non‐
medical chemical and biological (CB) defense. The CCDC Chemical Biological Center
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supports all phases of the acquisition life‐cycle including basic and applied research
through technology development, engineering design, equipment evaluation, product
support, sustainment, field operations and demilitarization.


Joint Program Executive Office for Chemical and Biological Defense (JPEO‐CBD)
The mission of the Joint Program Executive Office for Chemical and Biological Defense
(JPEO‐CBD) is to provide research, development, acquisition, fielding and life‐cycle
support for chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear Defense equipment, medical
countermeasures, and installation and force protected integrated capabilities supporting
national strategies. The JPEO‐CBD executes these responsibilities through seven Joint
Project Managers.



MDARNG 29th Combat Aviation Brigade
The MDARNG 29th Combat Aviation Brigade is headquartered at the Edgewood Area and
provides command and control to a variety of aviation and other units. It is the major
aviation command within the Maryland Army National Guard containing units from
across the nation with the following aircraft capabilities:




UH‐60 Black Hawk (rotary‐wing)
CH‐47 Chinook (rotary‐wing)
UH‐72 Lakota (rotary‐wing)

The 29th Combat Aviation Brigade (CAB) operates the Weide Army Heliport (WAH). The
29th CAB has deployed units to Operation Iraqi Freedom, Operation Enduring Freedom,
Operation New Dawn, Kosovo, and Bosnia. Additionally, units have performed in a
variety of missions within the United States including support along the Southwest
Border and support to Hurricane Gustav relief efforts.


Program Executive Office Assembled Chemical Weapons Alternatives (PEO‐ACWA)
Headquarters
The PEO‐ACWA mission is to destroy US chemical weapons stockpiles using alternative
technologies in lieu of incineration. They oversee chemical weapons destruction
operations at the Kentucky and Colorado stockpiles. The program is a separate reporting
activity under the Army Material Command and receives support from the same but
reports directly to the DoD.
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US Army Public Health Command (PHC)
The United States Army Public Health Command (USAPHC) has a mission to promote
health and prevent disease, injury, and disability of Soldiers and military retirees, their
families, and Department of the Army civilian employees and assure effective execution
of full spectrum veterinary service for Army and Department of Defense veterinary
missions. The PHC also works to solve radiological issues while promoting safe use and
contamination prevention, in compliance with US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(USNRC) licenses.



US Army Medical Research Institute of Chemical Defense (MRICD)
US Army Medical Research Institute of Chemical Defense (USAMRICD) is a lead science
and technology laboratory, with specific studies in medical chemical countermeasures
research and development. The USAMRICD has numerous laboratories located at APG
and is responsible for providing research and analysis on chemical defense research for
DOD and Federal Agencies.



US Army 20th Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and Explosives (CBRNE)
Command
The 20th CBRNE Command exercises mission command over assigned U.S. Forces
Command CBRN and explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) forces. The Command has
approximately 4,000 highly trained special purpose soldiers and civilians posted across 16
States and 19 different installations. They provide CBRN and EOD forces to Army and
Joint, Interorganizational and Multinational Headquarters as required.



99th Regional Support Command
The 99th Regional Support Command mission is to establish customer‐oriented
operational synergies and disciplined, holistic, resource‐efficient processes that produce
maximum unit readiness for missions at home and abroad. Achieve and sustain levels of
USAR materiel, training and personnel readiness that ensures the most capable, lethal
force in the history of the U.S.

Edgewood Area Mission Footprint
Mission and training activities at the Edgewood Area generate impacts that can affect the health,
safety, and overall quality of life in the Edgewood community. Examples of these mission
impacts may include noise and vibration from military testing or the risk of a helicopter accident.
Conversely, the military mission is susceptible to hazards created by nearby civilian activities,
land use development, and other constraints that may obstruct air space, locate noise sensitive
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uses in high noise zones, or gather large numbers of people in safety zones. Understanding the
overlapping spatial patterns of these impacts around the installation and ranges is essential for
promoting compatible and fully coordinated land use decisions.
These overlapping spatial patterns comprise the mission footprint. The mission footprint serves
as a compatibility tool for surrounding communities in making land use decisions. Several
elements of mission profiles comprise the mission footprint that extends outside the Edgewood
Area boundaries. These elements are either tangible, meaning that they are either physically
seen and / or heard, or intangible, meaning that they exist within space without being seen or
heard.
There are three primary mission operations and training activities at the Edgewood Area that
create mission footprints.
RDT&E Firing Ranges and Impact Areas
The RDT&E character of the Edgewood Area mission requires that nearly one half of the land is
considered range area. Range testing occurs primarily along the northeast fence line and the
southern portion of the Edgewood Area. The range areas also include water impact areas,
which are located in parts of the Bush River, Gunpowder River, and Chesapeake Bay. Currently,
no munitions of any type are permitted to be fired into the waters within and surrounding the
Edgewood Area. All range areas are contained on the Edgewood Area; however, some
operations and QD arcs extend over or into Edgewood Area restricted area waters which are
publicly accessible. The Army produces an informational brochure for boaters regarding
restricted areas and utilizes patrol boats to keep the public away during testing.
The ATC controls operations over the range complex and coordinates with Garrison on major
activities that might impact the installation or community. Firing programs and operations are
managed to ensure that adjacent firing programs are compatible and danger zones are
established as to not affect other areas on post. All range use is scheduled to preclude conflict
and adverse community impact. Restricted waters are closed to the public during normal duty
hours (7:30 AM to 5:00 PM). Certain areas including those within the territorial boundaries of
the Edgewood Area are always off limits. Restricted waterways are generally open on weekends
and federal holidays but can be closed with written notification by the Army to interested local
agencies. Patrol boats are stationed as needed along all closed waterways to restrict access by
those approaching or attempting to enter the Edgewood Area waters.
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Maneuver Training Areas
Land and water areas used on the EA during military testing and training operations. These
maneuver areas allow personnel and equipment to carry out required operations without
impeding on nearby operations. The size of the maneuver areas is dependent on the type of
operation or training and the required size of land or water area needed to conduct successful
and safe activities.
Weide Army Heliport
The Weide Army Heliport (WAH) is located on 98.5 acres of land and utilized as a heliport and
home to the Maryland Army National Guard. The WAH includes a 1,600‐foot, rotary‐wing‐only
runway.

EA Compatibility Impact Assessment
The following are the primary impacts that result from the military operations and testing
conducted at the Edgewood Area.
Noise
Sound is the mechanical energy transmitted by pressure waves in a compressible medium such
as air. More simply stated, sound is what we hear. As sounds reach unwanted levels, this is
referred to as noise. The central issue of noise is the impact, or perceived impact, on people,
animals (wild and domestic), and general land use compatibility. Exposure to high noise levels
can have a significant impact on human activity, health, and safety.
The main source of noise at the Edgewood Area is from military testing conducted on the range
areas. All operations, which will or can produce noise off‐base, are conducted between certain
hours:





Weekdays between 8:30 AM and 10:00 PM
Saturdays between 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM
Sundays and federal holidays between 10:00 AM and 3:30 PM with command approval
Other times with command approval

All operations, which will or can produce noise off‐post, are conducted at least 100 meters inside
the installation boundary in an attempt to mitigate impacts to neighboring communities. During
normal workdays, a noise model calibration shot will be conducted between 7:30 AM and 8:00
AM. The type and extent of operations conducted during a normal work day will depend on off
base noise monitor readings from this noise model calibration shot, noise modeling results, and
if it shows possible adverse noise effects in surrounding communities.
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While helicopter flight operations can be noisy to receptors on the ground, the noise levels and
number of annual sorties at the WAH are usually low enough that there are currently no noise
contours that go beyond the facility boundaries.
Rotary Wing Aircraft Safety Zones

Aircraft safety zones for the Edgewood Area are based on historical data of aircraft collisions,
geography, and runway information. The purpose of safety zones is to provide for the general
safety of the public as it relates to the land uses under and near these zones. Safety zones help
limit and guide development to enable the provision of safety of the public and pilots while
simultaneously allowing for continued economic growth. None of the safety zones associated
with WAH extend beyond the installation boundaries into the Edgewood community.
Airfield Imaginary Surfaces & Vertical Obstructions

The term imaginary surface refers to the areas surrounding a heliport (or airfield) that must be
kept clear of objects that might pose a safety threat to aviation activities. A man‐made or
natural object that projects above an imaginary surface is an obstruction. The imaginary
surfaces of an active helipad are used to determine where vertical obstructions could exist in the
vicinity of aviation operations. The various imaginary surfaces build upon one another and are
designed to eliminate natural or man‐made obstructions to air navigation and operations. The
extent or size of an imaginary surface depends on the type of runway. None of the imaginary
surfaces associated with the WAH extend off base into Harford County or Edgewood and so
there are no height restrictions associated with the surrounding airspace.
Traffic

APG including the Edgewood Area is the largest employer in Harford County. The main roadways
adjacent to the Edgewood Area and Edgewood community include I‐95 and US 40 to the
northwest. Emmorton Rd (MD 24) and Edgewood RD (MD 755) provide access to the Edgewood
Area. The following are key 2017 annual average daily traffic (AADT) counts on nearby roads:





I‐95 AADTs ranged from 125,532 south of Emmorton Rd to 155,562 north of the road
US‐40 AADTs ranged from 26,572 south of Emmorton Rd to 24,627 north of the road
Emmorton Rd AADTs ranged from 35,981 north of US‐40 to 16,230 to the south of the road
Edgewood Rd AADT ranged from 13,611 adjacent to US‐40 to 4,534 further to the south

Much of the traffic impacts in the Edgewood community are due to traffic travelling to and from
the Edgewood Area. This traffic includes employees commuting, commercial deliveries and
other military related vehicles. However, there is no significant increase in traffic at the
Edgewood Area over the next ten years.
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Trends in Defense Spending
To create a basis of understanding of the impact analysis is to be aware of personnel that is the
foundation of the military’s footprint in the area. The data in Figure 1 is representative of the
federal employment estimates for Harford County from 2005 to 2017. The data portrays the
employment of the Department of Defense (DoD) civilians and federal military.
Figure 1. Military and DoD Civilian Employment
Harford County 2005 ‐ 2017
18,000
16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
2005

2006

2007

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis
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2017

Military

The military includes all active duty, National Guard and reserve in the estimates provided. As
shown, the employment of DoD civilian and military peaked in 2012 at nearly 16,000 personnel
but has subsided during recent years to approximately 13,000 personnel. A noticeable change in
Figure 1 is the proportion of military to civilian employment has shifted since 2005, with DoD
civilian occupy a larger portion of the force structure.
While employment shifts are important dynamics, its total compensation these personnel
generated that is modeled in our study. In Figure 2, we present total employment to nominal
compensation broken down into DoD civilian and military from 2005 to 2017. The chart utilizes
dual axis to illustrate the relationship of both nominal compensation and total employment.
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Figure 2. Military and DoD Civilian Nominal Compensation,
Harford County 2005 ‐2017
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As can be seen from the figure, although personnel have decreased since 2012, the total
nominal compensation generated from military and civilian personnel has increased on a per
capita basis. The increase in per capita compensation indicate that high, value added positions
have moved into the region. Total compensation (inclusive of benefits) of $1.8 billion has
significant benefits to the local economy, as will be seen in the analysis.
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Figure 3. Department of Defense Procurement Contracts Performed In‐region,
Harford County 2000 ‐ 2017
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The second spending flow modeled are the DoD procurement contracts performed in‐region.
Figure 3 shows the total value of contracts segmented by contract type, including Professional,
Scientific, and Technical Services, Operational, Manufacturing, and Construction. In 2008 BRAC
was in full effect with considerable construction efforts taking place on the installation. Although
construction contracts are temporary, they represent almost one‐third of the total procurement
within Harford during 2008. Construction fluctuates from 2010 to 2017 but mostly decline as
construction projects are completed on the installation. Operational contracts remain stable
through 2017 as they are required to keep the installation running.
The most significant trend represented in Figure 3 is Professional, Scientific, and Technical
services contracts. The skillsets required for these services are a highly specialized and represent
engineers and research scientists. The professional, scientific, and technical services sector has
increased since 2010. The increase represents the increase of level of highly paid positions/skill
sets at the installation. With positions requiring greater expertise and training, higher incomes
are necessary to recruit highly skilled employees. As the proportion of these contracts grows, so
too do the economic impacts to the region. By 2017, nearly $1.6 billion in private‐sector
contracts are performed throughout Harford County.
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Figure 4. Veterans Population and Expenditures,
Harford County 2000 ‐ 2017
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The third spending flow modeled is transfer payments, including veterans benefits and military
retiree pension payments flowing into the region. Figure 4 utilizes a dual axis chart to illustrate
the comparison of the veteran’s population to expenditures from 2008 to 2017. The population
of veterans peaks in 2011 with over 25,000 residing in the region; however, the county has seen
a considerable decline since then to roughly 20,000 in 2017. Though the veteran population has
decreased over time, the expenditures have had a constant increase. While the declining
number of veterans in the area may be alarming, this trend is seen nationwide as older
generations of veterans are passing on and coupled with a much smaller active duty force
structure, results in less veterans being produced every year.
The most significant impact of veterans’ expenditures is the increase in expenditures compared
to the decline in veteran population. Over the past years, veterans’ benefits have increased
substantially providing positive impacts on the local economy. In 2017 the population of
veterans was approximately 20,000 with an expenditure of $160 million which creates a per
capita veteran expenditure of nearly $8,000 up substantially from $2,800 per veteran in 2008.
Significant investment in healthcare, compensation/pensions, and educational training have
driven these increases.
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Table 4. Direct Spending by Component, FY 2017
Harford County

Spending Flow

Number

Direct Spending (Millions)

12,700

$1,790

Civilian

10,300

$1,540

Military

2,400

$250

Procurement

6,800

$1,600

Contractors

6,800

$1,600

33,000

$190

Veterans

19,600

$90

Retirees

13,400

$100

Personnel Compensation

Transfers

Total Direct Spending

$3,560

Table 4 presents the direct spending inputs for three components – personnel, procurement and
transfer payments. Harford County has 10,300 civilian personnel and 2,400 military personnel
(inclusive of National Guard and reservist) assigned at APG (North and South). The total
personnel compensation from the 12,700 DoD and military civilian jobs generates approximately
$1.8 billion into the Harford County economy. Procurement contracts generate a similar amount
at $1.6 billion, which support approximately 6,800 defense contractors who work on or near
APG.
Transfer payments generate an additional $190 million in compensation and pension payments.
A total of 19,600 veterans live within the county. Also, 13,400 military retirees (a subset of
veterans) are within the economy as well. In all, nearly $3.6 billion in direct spending flowed into
the Harford County economy during 2017.
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Table 5. Total Economic Impacts of Defense Spending
Harford County, FY 2017

Total Jobs

Total Compensation

Gross Regional
Product

% of GRP

19,500

$2.40

$4.18

35%

Indirect

3,600

$0.18

$0.25

2%

Induced

9,000

$0.36

$0.70

6%

32,100

$2.95

$5.13

42%

Type
Direct

Total

Source: IMPLAN V3.1.1001.12
Note: Columns may not sum due to rounding. All dollar values are 2019 USD. Total compensation includes wages and benefits.

When these direct spending are modeled in IMPLAN they produce the ripple effect of indirect
and induced economic effects. Table 5 represents the total economic impact from defense
spending for the entire County. As illustrated in the table, defense spending is calculated by
three types of jobs created through defense spending impacts. The first type is the direct jobs
which are jobs supplied by total employment at the installation and are required to execute the
mission of APG. Indirect jobs result from inter‐industry transactions in support of private‐sector
defense contractor activity. Induced jobs are jobs that are supported by the spending within the
economy from employment. There is a total of 32,100 jobs within the economy based on all
direct, indirect and induced jobs. The total number of jobs include both full‐time and part‐time.
The total compensation from all jobs created due to defense spending is $2.95 billion.
The best way to evaluate the market value of final goods and services produced in the region is
based on the Gross Regional Product (GRP). The GRP of the area due to the creation of all
32,100 jobs is $5.13 billion. The defense expenditures support approximately 42% of the GRP of
the Harford County economy. In other words, APG and other defense spending supports 42% of
the total economy of Harford County.
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Table 6. Total Economic Impacts APG by Zip Code, FY 2017
Total
Jobs

Total
Compensation

Gross Regional
Product

%
of GRP

10,700

$754.9 M

$1,025.8 M

100%

Bel Air

5,500

$533.8 M

$991.0 M

60%

21001

Aberdeen

3,600

$311.6 M

$565.8 M

34%

21040

Edgewood

1,800

$196.0 M

$377.8 M

38%

21015

Bel Air

1,500

$162.2 M

$309.2 M

32%

21017

Belcamp

1,500

$165.4 M

$312.1 M

39%

21078

Havre de Grace

1,400

$134.5 M

$254.8 M

28%

21009

Abingdon

1,200

$140.6 M

$274.7 M

29%

21050

Forest Hill

1,200

$134.5 M

$254.8 M

30%

21085

Joppa

700

$85.3 M

$165.6 M

28%

21010

Gunpowder

700

$54.7 M

$79.3 M

100%

21047

Fallston

700

$76.0 M

$145.3 M

32%

21130

Perryman

400

$64.3 M

$122.5 M

44%

21084

Jarrettsville

300

$34.2 M

$66.2 M

28%

21154

Street

200

$21.2 M

$41.4 M

27%

21160

Whiteford

200

$21.0 M

$41.0 M

48%

21028

Churchville

200

$19.3 M

$37.6 M

28%

21161

Whitehall

100

$16.0 M

$31.3 M

25%

21034

Darlington

100

$10.3 M

$20.3 M

23%

21132

Pylesville

‐

$4.9 M

$9.8 M

20%

ZIP

Area

21005

North APG

21014

Source: IMPLAN V3.1.1001.12
Note: Columns may not sum due to rounding. All dollar values are 2019 Millions USD. Total jobs reflect direct, indirect, and
induced effect. Total compensation is inclusive of wage and benefits.
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Table 6 provides a breakdown of the total economic impacts associated with defense spending
by zip code. The areas with the largest GRP are North APG and Gunpowder which encompass
the installation and is the only economic activity in the area. The areas that generate the next
highest GRPs are in the Bel Air, Aberdeen, and Edgewood areas. Note: the total jobs are the
inclusive of direct, indirect, and induced jobs.
Defense spending from APG generates approximately 1,800 jobs and $200 million in total
compensation for the residents of Edgewood. This translates to $378 million in GRP, which is
nearly 40% of the Edgewood economy. Although many personnel who work at APG South may
not reside in Edgewood, the data clearly indicates the impacts from the installation are the
primary economic engine for the area.
Table 7. Top 10 Impacted Sectors from Defense Spending
IMPLAN
Description
Sector
535
536
449
451

Civilian
Military (Active, Guard, &
Reserve)
Architectural, engineering, and
related services
Custom computer programming
services

Jobs

Compensation
(Millions)

Value Added
(Millions)

Average
Wage

10,300

$1,540

$2,350

$104,000

2,400

$250

$1,050

$73,000

2,300

$210

$210

$79,000

1,000

$100

$120

$87,000

440

Real estate

800

$10

$60

$12,000

501

Full‐service restaurants

700

$10

$20

$19,000

502

Limited‐service restaurants

600

$10

$30

$17,000

464

Employment services

600

$20

$30

$29,000

482

Hospitals

500

$40

$50

$63,000

452

Computer systems design
services

500

$60

$50

$94,000

Sub‐total (Top 10 Sectors)

19,700

$2,250

$3,970

Total (All Sectors

32,100

$2,950

$5,130

Source: IMPLAN V3.1.1001.12
Note: All dollar values are 2019 USD.
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% of Total

61%

76%

77%

Utilizing the IMPLAN sector theme, the impacts of the 32,000 total jobs supported by direct
spending can be broken out at the sector level. The DoD civilian sector is clearly the largest
driver of the region’s defense economy with 10,300 personnel averaging $104,000 annual wage.
The next sector is the active duty, National Guard, and reservist jobs with 2,400 job at an average
annual wage of $73,000.2
While these two sectors are expected to be the drivers in the region, what separates APG from
many military installations around the world is the high proportion of high‐wage jobs tied to
defense contracts performed in the region. As Table 7 indicates, the Architecture, Engineering,
and Related Services sectors and the Custom Computer Programing Services sectors drive the
highest amount of private‐sectors jobs at 3,300 jobs combined. These jobs average between
$79,000 and $87,000 in annual wages, respectively.
With the exception of the last sector in Table 7 – Computer Systems Designs – the remaining
sectors are all within the support economy. These sectors include Real Estate, Hospitals, Full‐
service and Limited‐service Restaurants, and Employment Services. Each of these sectors
represents how the direct spending from the military ripple through the economy. As military
and DoD civilian personnel and private‐sector defense contractors spending their incomes on the
local economy, they utilize other services within the economy: i.e. hospitals, restaurants, etc.
The jobs associated with these sectors tend to by part‐time with low wages with the exception of
hospital workers who average an annual wage of $63,000. In all, the 10 sectors presented in
Table 5 account for 61% of all defense‐related jobs, 76% of all compensation, and 77% of all GRP
tied to the defense sector throughout the County.

Market Analysis
The second component of this assessment is to better understand the market demand for
commercial development in the Edgewood area. During the Edgewood Small Area Study, the
market demand for the commercial amenities desired by the local residents was unknown. The
market analysis that follows examines the demand for multifamily, office, and retail (inclusive of
restaurants) development in the Edgewood area.
Multifamily
We begin our analysis with the demand for multifamily product across the entire county. The
county is used as unit of analysis due to the willingness of workers to commute longer distances
to locate housing the best fits their needs. Figure 5 presents the growth in multifamily units
2

This average wage is slightly lower than the average full‐time active duty personnel as the average include part‐
time National Guardsmen and reservists.
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throughout the county since 2000. The county has added approximately 2,500 until (25%) of
additional multifamily supply over the past 20 years, with the vast majority of this product
coming online since 2014. In light of this additional supply, effective rents have steadily
increased over the same period from $.80 per sf to over $1.2 per sf. This represent a 55%
increase in rents over time.
Figure 5. Multifamily Units vs Effective Rents (SF)
Harford County, 2000 – 2019 QTD
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12,000
11,500
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Source: CoStar
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2006 Q4

2006 Q1
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2003 Q4

2003 Q1

2002 Q2
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2000 Q4

2000 Q1

$0.70

Linear (Effective Rent per SF)

Figure 6 presents the change in occupancy over the same period. Although this metric is more
variable, the data clearly indicates that occupancies have remained above 93% with the
additional of 2,500 units to the marketplace. There was a spike in demand during 2014 but was
counteracted by an increase in supply which brought the equilibrium back to the average 94%
occupancy rate. Over the past 20 years, occupancy has remained stable with standard
fluctuations over the years. The stability indicates that the multifamily market has a robust
demand for the units supplied and this demand is expected to continue over the next several
years.
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Figure 6. Multifamily vs Occupancy
Harford County 2000 – 2019 QTD

Source: CoStar
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This demand extends to the Edgewood community as its median age is 33 compared to the
County’s 41. This is an indication that many of the younger personnel working in APG South may
resided in Edgewood where they are priced out of the higher home values in places like Bel Air.
As younger population tend to place higher demand for multifamily product, the county‐wide
demand can be translated to Edgewood.
Office Space
Harford County. Figure 7 illustrates the office inventory of the Harford County area in
relationship to occupancy. The occupancy over the past 20 years shows a decline overall. As of
2018 Harford County has approximately 6 million square feet (SF) of office space inventory. The
inventory has grown over the years by nearly doubling the inventory from 3.3 million SF of office
space inventory to nearly 6 million SF within the 20‐year span. A leading indicator of the health
in any real estate market is how occupancy (and subsequently lease rates) respond to new
product being brought online.
Figure 7 clearly shows the county‐wide office space market is highly responsive to change in
supply with occupancies falling 90% ‐ 92% in 2011 to approximately 85% over the last several
years. These data indicate local developer have over built the market since 2011.
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Figure 7. Office Inventory vs Occupancy
Harford County 2000 – 2019 QTD
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Although occupancies have dropped significantly, the good news story for the county’s office
market is that lease rates have continued to increase since 2000 from about $18 per sf to $23
per sf (see Figure 8). This positive trend, coupled with recovering occupancies, indicates that
office market, while currently soft, is recovering from begin over built. And, while it may take
several years to absorb all available product a clear recover has begun
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Figure 8. Office Inventory vs Lease Rates
Harford County 2000 – 2019 QTD
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Although strong lease rates and improving occupancies are signs of a recovery, the employment
growth forecasted to occur in certain industries will determine the strength of the market
moving forward. Eight industry typically drive the vast majority of office space demand in any
given region. These include:


Health Care and Social Assistance



Real Estate and Rental and Leasing



Administrative and Support and Waste Management and Remediation Services



Finance and Insurance



Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services



Educational Services



Information



Management of Companies and Enterprises
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Figure 9. Employment Growth of Sectors Demanding Office Space
Harford County 2019 ‐ 2028
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Figure 9 presents the forecasted employment growth for each industry throughout the County
between 2019 and 2028. Over the next 10 years, the County is projected to see increases of
roughly 12% across all industry from 46,000 to 52,000 jobs. The fastest growing industry is
Healthcare and Social Assistance at approximately 1.66% annually, following by Finance and
Insurance at 1.28% annually. Given the increase of approximately 6,000 jobs through 2028, it is
anticipated that Harford County will demand approximately 1.1 million sf of office space to
support this growth.
Edgewood Office Demand. Focusing on the Edgewood office market helps to better understand
how the space needed outside the gate of APG South. Examining identical metric as at the
county level, we see Edgewood’s market is much tighter than county‐wide. Figure 10 presents
the change in inventory vs occupancy since 2000. Edgewood has added just over 20,000 sf
totaling 185,000 sf with no additional inventory since 2004. While occupancies have fluctuated,
current occupancy sits at 97% up from just under 75% in 2014 ‐ a clear sign the Edgewood
market tightened substantially.
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Figure 10. Office Inventory vs Occupancy
21040 ZIP 2000 – 2019 QTD

Source: CoStar
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Figure 11 presents Edgewood’s office inventory vs historic lease rates. As we can see, much like
occupancies, these rates fluctuation considerably. However, since 2014 this fluctuation has
flattened with rates hovering around $18 per sf. Stable lease rate in conjunction with 97%
occupancies indicate the need for additional space. However, given the sensitivity of added
supply to occupancies in the mid to late 2000s, caution should be taken when estimate future
demand. Furthermore, the current slack in the county‐wide market will impact Edgewood as
office use not tied to APG South (the largest economic driver in Edgewood) may be able and
willing to find available space in other part of the county. One hedge that helps mitigate this
possibility are the lower lease rates found in Edgewood ‐ $19 vs $22 per sf.
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Figure 11. Office Inventory vs Lease Rates
21040 ZIP 2000 – 2019 QTD
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Edgewood Employment Growth in Demand Sectors. Given the tight supply of office product in
Edgewood (97% occupancy), the local office market will be more responsive to the increase
demand from employment growth. Utilizing the same industry sectors as at the county‐level,
employment growth for sectors demanding office product is projected to growth by 17% added
approximately 225 jobs to the Edgewood area by 2028 (see Figure 12). Nearly 80% (175 jobs) of
this growth is anticipated to occur in the Healthcare and Social Assistance and the Real Estate
sectors. Assuming 200 sf per worker, these industries are expected to demand approximately
45,000 sf of office through 2025.
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Figure 12. Employment Growth of Sectors Demanding Office Space
21040 ZIP 2019 ‐ 2028
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Table 6 presents the regional office profile of office space inventory between Harford County
and Edgewood. Harford County has a current inventory of 5.9 million SF of office space
compared to the Edgewood area which currently has an inventory of 184,000 SF of office space.
There is a significant difference in occupancy rate between the county level and the individual
zip code areas. Edgewood has an occupancy of 97%, which is an 11% increase from Harford
County at 86% occupancy rate. Harford County has over one million SF (14% of the inventory) of
available space while Edgewood has approximately ten thousand SF (3% of the inventory).
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Table 8. Regional Office Profile, 2019 OTD
Office Profile

Harford County

Edgewood 21040

5,952,181

184,806

86%

97%

Available Space

1,118,643

10,280

Net Absorption

48,198

0

Lease Rates

$22.39

$18.97

Current Inventory
Occupancy

Although employment growth is expected to demand office space both county‐wide and in
Edgewood, as there are varying levels of currently available space (vacant and soon‐to‐be
vacant), the net‐demand and the absorption period for each region will also vary significantly.
Figure 13 presents the projected demand by year for office product at the county and Edgewood
levels. As can be seen, the net‐demand for Harford County is negative through 2027 with 2028
begin first year of positive net‐demand. Because Edgewood is much tighter market than the
County, employment growth throughout the zip code is expected to cause a positive net‐
demand for office product by 2022. Throughout 2028, overall net‐demand is expected to be just
under 35,000 sf.
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Figure 13. Regional Net‐demand for Office Product (SF)
Harford County and Edgewood (21040), 2019 ‐ 2028
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Retail Product
With respect to this study, when we refer to retail product, unless otherwise noted, we refer to
the demand for both retail and restaurant/drinking establishments. Unlike multifamily and office
product, the demand for retail is highly sensitive to drive‐times and the populations that live
within. However, we first provide an assessment of space market (inventory, occupancies, and
lease rates) to provide the reader with historic perspective on the performance of retail space,
and we provide this assessment at the Edgewood zip code level – 21040. We then provide the
reader with a comparison, the current supply/demand retail purchase within three drive‐times:
5, 10, and 20 minutes from the gate of APG South.
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Millions

Figure 14.Retail Inventory vs Occupancy
Edgewood (21040) 2006 – 2019 QTD
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Figure 14 present our standard comparison of retail inventory and occupancies since 2006. The
retail space market, unlike other product types, is far less linear with space being brought on and
offline every few years. Since 2006 only 23,000 sf of net‐new product has been brought online in
21040. In light of this peculiar market, occupancies have remained stable at approximately 85%
over time.
Figure 15. Retail Inventory vs Lease Rates 21040
Zip Code 2006 ‐ 2019 QTD
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In Figure 15, retail inventory is compared to lease rates for the Edgewood area. On average,
lease have declined from a high of $25 per sf to about $15 per sf since 2007. Because retail
space are so response to demographics, offerings, and commute patterns, taking the above data
points in isolation can be misleading. While looking at the space market for retail in isolation
demonstrates very little demand for new product, by incorporating a retail sales gap analysis into
the assessment, we see opportunities do exist for some retail development.
Figure 16. Edgewood Retail Trade Area by Drive‐time

In Figure 16, the illustration delineates the drive‐time from APG south to a set duration. The set
durations are the five‐minute drive‐time with the red outline, 10 minutes within the green
outline, and 20 minutes within the blue outline. The focus of the drive‐time map illustrates the
evaluation of the retail availability in those areas relative to the demand for those sales. As a
note, the westernmost piece of the 20 minute drive‐time includes portions of Baltimore County.
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A retail gap analysis provides the Leakage/Surplus of retail sales that are consumed in a given
region. When more retail sales are demanded than are supplied by the population of particular
region, the demand that is not met locally “leaks” out of the region and into a surrounding
region where that demand can be met. Gaps are created when retailers are not meeting the
demand of consumers based on attributes such as price or product/service quality, so they must
go elsewhere to have those met. The other gap issue may be due to a deficiency of retailers in
the area to meet the overall demand of the community. Of note, although online sales have
been growing as a proportion of overall sales over the last several years, they still only account
for roughly 10% of all retail sales. As such aggregate demand for “brick and mortar” locations
continue to grow in spite of these trends.

Figure 17. Retail Gap Analysis
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Figure 17 illustrates the retail gap analysis within the five‐minute drive‐time area. The analysis is
broken down into two different sectors – Retail Trade and Food & Drink. The analysis shows that
there is a deficit of retail options within the five‐minute drive‐time the gate. The demand for
retail within the five‐minute drive‐time area is approximately $90 million with a current supply
that satisfies only faction of the demand at $26 million indicating that roughly $64 million in
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retail consumption is leaking out of the area. This figure, however, should be taken with caution
as a 5‐minuate drive‐time is not a large enough area for retailers to develop further options.
Accordingly, this leakage is absorbed by the surrounding economies.
Figure 18. Retail Gap Analysis
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As the drive‐time duration extends the gap analysis denotes a smaller leakage. Figure 18
presents the retail gap analysis within the 10‐minute drive‐time area. The total demand of both
sectors within the 10‐minute drive‐time area is approximately $400 million with a supply that
fulfills approximately $370 million. The total leakage of the 10‐minute drive‐time is
approximately $30 million which is significantly less than the 5‐minute drive‐time. However, a
10– 15 minute drive time is standard for many retailers to consider analyzing. Within this drive‐
time, utilizing a conservative $500 per sf assumption, approximately 55,000 sf of aggregate retail
space can be supported, with $40,000 allocated to retail and 15,000 allocated to restaurants and
drinking establishments.
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Figure 19. Retail Gap Analysis
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The third retail gap analysis encompasses the most extensive area analyzed which is a drive‐time
duration of 20‐minutes as illustrated in Figure 19. The 20‐minute drive‐time retail gap analysis
presents the first positive gap which is surplus of retail in this area. This area supplies retail to a
significant portion of the surrounding area. The total demand in the 20‐minute drive‐time area
is approximately $2.3 billion, and the supply is approximately $3 billion. The gap (leakage)
supplies a demand that is outside of the 20‐minute drive‐time area, indicating consumers from
outside the area come to the region to satisfy their demand. The surplus can partially be
accounted for by Bel Air being included at the northwestern edge of the 20‐minute drive‐time.
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Figure 20. Edgewood Retail Area
Zip Code 21040

To garner an understanding of what is leaking out of the zip code level area for Edgewood a
similar retail sale gap analysis is utilized. The zip code area is portrayed in Figure 21 with a red
outline delineating the zip code 21040 area. The supply is not fulfilling the entire demand for the
area. The retail supply for this area is approximately $245 million to the demand of $290 million.
This lack of supply is similar to the 10‐minute drive‐time and corroborates the demand additional
retail options from Edgewood residents.
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Figure 21. Retail Gap Analysis
Zip 21040
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Findings and Recommendations
While much of our analysis and findings have been discussed throughout the preceding pages of this
report, we provide a summary of the findings and how they impact our recommendation moving forward.
While the market analysis for Edgewood is not supportive of widespread development, demand for
certain product types does track reasonably well with the aspirations of the Edgewood Small Area Study;
in particular, the demand for retail/restaurant options and multifamily product.

Product Demand Findings
Retail Demand. There is a demand for retail options within a 10‐min drive from the gate of APG‐
South. Currently, $28.3 million in retail sales are lost to the surrounding regions every year. This
leakage presents opportunity for local retailers to develop approximately 55,000 square feet of
retail (40,000 sf) and restaurant/drinking space (15,000).
Office Demand. Although the office market in Edgewood, and the County for that matter, is not
very hot at the moment, given the current high level of occupancy and projected employment
growth in sectors (2020 – 2028) demanding office space in Edgewood, it is estimated that
approximately 35,000 square feet of office product will be needed in Edgewood by 2028.
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Multifamily Demand. Currently the multifamily market throughout Harford County is very strong
and, absent a loss of mission at APG, this trend is projected to continue for the next several
years. Since 2000, the county has increased the number of units by 26% to 12,439 and has
maintained occupancy greater than 92% over the same period. In light of this added supply, the
multifamily market has seen an increase of 55% in effective rents per square foot over the same
period from $.80 to over $1.20.

Recommendations
1. Conference Center with Accommodations. Currently, the local conference center in

Edgewood is not large enough to support the needs of tenants at APG South. While
determining the market demand for a conference center is outside the scope of this
assessment, tenants reported that they needed a conference space with a capacity of
600. When conference space, tenants are forced out of the area to find sufficient space.
It is recommended the County conduct a study to determine the current demand for a
Conference Center in or near Edgewood.
2. HWY 24/Veterans Memorial I‐95 Bridge Improvements. It was reported during interviews

that developing safe biking access along the Veterans Memorial HWY Bridge over I‐95 is
highly demanded from the personnel at APG South. An increased interest in biking from
Bel Air and Emmorton area to APG South has occurred over the last several years;
however, crossing this bridge during rush hour is extremely dangerous as only a narrow
shoulder currently exists for cyclist to utilize. These improvements can help ease traffic
congestion by taking off the road during high use times and satisfy the growing demand
of APG South personnel to bike to work.
3. Catalyst Project. Given the trend in multifamily demand, accompanied by the limited
demand for retail and office space in Edgewood, developing a mix‐used, highly
amenitized multifamily development outside the gates of APG South could act as a
catalyst for future commercial development by driving additional demand for all product
types. While the demographics in Edgewood proper do not support a high‐end
development, targeting the defense market (personnel and contractors) who work at
APG South but reside in other parts of Harford County, such as Abingdon, Belcamp,
Joppa, and Bel Air, may present an opportunity for Edgewood to capture the higher
incomes associated with the defense industry.
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Given portions of Edgewood have been identified as Opportunity Zones, incentives
currently exist to help finance such a development and reduce the risk to an eager
developer. The key to such a development is to provide both office and
retail/entertainment options that can currently only be accessed in other densely
populated regions of the county, such as Bel Air or Aberdeen. A product mix of
residential, office and retail space provide balance to the development and keeps a mix
of consumers visiting throughout the day (office workers) and evening (residents). This
mix provides the necessary business activity to support the retail portion of the
development. Given the demand for approximately 35,000 square feet of office space
over the next 10‐years and current demand for approximately 55,000 sf of retail (40,000
sf) and restaurant/drinking (15,000 sf) options within a 10‐min drive of APG South, a
mixed‐use, multifamily development with approximately 250‐300 units could be
supported in the Edgewood area.
However, marketing the product to military will be key to success. Also key, is bringing a
developer and APG South leadership to the table with capacity and willingness to lean
forward and envision development possibilities. To help satisfy a developers’ unknowns
(and thus reduce financial risk), it is recommended the County, with the support of the
APG leadership, conduct a survey of APG South personnel on the interest of residing in a
highly amenitized, mixed‐use multifamily development in proximity to the gate. Positive
results from this survey would go a long way in demonstrating the demand from the local
military community to reside in closer proximity to the gate than in Bel Air and other
surrounding communities.
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Appendix 1. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21001 Aberdeen
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
316
223
690
1,229

Labor Income
$18,242,195
$8,153,543
$28,022,155
$54,417,893

Total Value Added
$20,516,769
$13,070,382
$40,632,444
$74,219,596

Output
$47,247,448
$23,182,521
$70,883,028
$141,312,996

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

1,527
‐
701
2,228

$223,170,366
$0
$26,798,165
$249,968,531

$424,751,785
$0
$53,216,028
$477,967,813

$424,751,756
$0
$92,033,370
$516,785,126

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
185
185

$0
$0
$7,184,353
$7,183,830

$0
$0
$13,621,672
$13,619,165

$0
$0
$23,819,391
$23,814,816

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

1,843
223
1,576
3,642

$241,412,561
$8,153,543
$62,004,673
$311,570,253

$445,268,554
$13,070,382
$107,470,145
$565,806,574

$471,999,204
$23,182,521
$186,735,789
$681,912,938

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 2. Economic Impacts of APG

ZIP 21005 Aberdeen Proving Ground
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
5,960
2,928
1,355
10,243

Labor Income
$482,245,308
$155,291,866
$51,292,355
$688,829,529

Total Value Added
$571,790,483
$209,162,519
$117,880,763
$898,833,766

Output
$1,218,183,970
$361,239,935
$204,142,361
$1,783,566,266

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

446
‐
13
459

$65,101,325
$0
$472,199
$65,573,524

$123,904,916
$0
$1,484,590
$125,389,505

$123,904,912
$0
$2,548,509
$126,453,421

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
14
14

$0
$0
$528,270
$528,270

$0
$0
$1,602,940
$1,602,940

$0
$0
$2,772,516
$2,772,516

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

6,406
2,928
1,383
10,716

$547,346,633
$155,291,866
$52,292,824
$754,931,324

$695,695,399
$209,162,519
$120,968,293
$1,025,826,211

$1,342,088,882
$361,239,935
$209,463,387
$1,912,792,204

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 3. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21009 Abingdon
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
(4)
(5)
(10)
(20)

Labor Income
‐$349,644
‐$195,419
‐$362,156
‐$907,220

Total Value Added
‐$373,267
‐$268,517
‐$644,992
‐$1,286,776

Output
‐$848,370
‐$475,123
‐$1,120,240
‐$2,443,733

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

881
‐
299
1,180

$128,701,076
$0
$10,105,191
$138,806,267

$244,951,931
$0
$24,686,084
$269,638,016

$244,951,930
$0
$42,480,790
$287,432,720

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
77
77

$0
$0
$2,689,724
$2,689,724

$0
$0
$6,359,396
$6,359,396

$0
$0
$11,011,418
$11,011,418

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

877
(5)
366
1,238

$128,351,432
‐$195,419
$12,432,759
$140,588,772

$244,578,665
‐$268,517
$30,400,489
$274,710,636

$244,103,560
‐$475,123
$52,371,968
$296,000,405

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 4. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21010 Gunpowder
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
375
207
80
661

Labor Income
$29,124,448
$12,323,106
$4,756,967
$46,204,521

Total Value Added
$37,832,872
$16,728,129
$8,641,551
$63,202,552

Output
$86,047,197
$29,961,202
$14,768,639
$130,777,037

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

58
‐
2
60

$8,465,458
$0
$2
$8,465,460

$16,111,988
$0
$3
$16,111,991

$16,111,988
$0
$3
$16,111,991

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
‐
‐

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

433
207
82
722

$37,589,905
$12,323,106
$4,756,970
$54,669,981

$53,944,860
$16,728,129
$8,641,555
$79,314,544

$102,159,184
$29,961,202
$14,768,643
$146,889,029

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 5. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21014 Bel Air (North)
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
2
3
7
13

Labor Income
$101,441
$77,069
$330,163
508,673

Total Value Added
$204,896
$148,854
$404,483
758,233

Output
$420,942
$288,638
$714,389
1,423,969

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

2,914
‐
2,322
5,236

$425,710,256
$0
$98,036,236
$523,746,492

$810,238,351
$0
$164,580,217
$974,818,567

$810,238,364
$0
$288,253,103
$1,098,491,467

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
221
221

$0
$0
$9,504,501
$9,504,501

$0
$0
$15,396,816
$15,396,816

$0
$0
$27,168,745
$27,168,745

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

2,916
3
2,550
5,469

$425,811,697
$77,069
$107,870,899
$533,759,665

$810,443,247
$148,854
$180,381,516
$990,973,617

$810,659,306
$288,638
$316,136,237
$1,127,084,181

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 6. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21015 Bel Air (South)
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
4
12
3
19

Labor Income
$6,108
$483,057
$134,368
$623,533

Total Value Added
$218,837
$714,669
$241,294
$1,174,800

Output
$1,793,136
$1,142,859
$408,525
$3,344,520

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

968
‐
436
1,404

$141,453,658
$0
$16,012,032
$157,465,690

$269,223,451
$0
$31,081,095
$300,304,546

$269,223,444
$0
$54,775,310
$323,998,754

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
110
110

$0
$0
$4,126,691
$4,126,691

$0
$0
$7,695,557
$7,695,557

$0
$0
$13,744,844
$13,744,844

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

972
12
549
1,532

$141,459,766
$483,057
$20,273,091
$162,215,914

$269,442,288
$714,669
$39,017,947
$309,174,903

$271,016,580
$1,142,859
$68,928,679
$341,088,118

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 7. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21017 Belcamp
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
79
146
106
332

Labor Income
$5,648,428
$5,834,808
$4,558,057
$16,041,293

Total Value Added
$6,877,429
$8,371,981
$8,182,013
$23,431,422

Output
$22,161,033
$13,705,414
$13,855,869
$49,722,316

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

968
‐
174
1,143

$141,453,666
$0
$7,070,114
$148,523,781

$269,223,458
$0
$17,405,257
$286,628,715

$269,223,457
$0
$29,208,893
$298,432,350

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
21
21

$0
$0
$862,996
$862,996

$0
$0
$2,073,561
$2,073,561

$0
$0
$3,497,071
$3,497,071

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

1,048
146
301
1,495

$147,102,094
$5,834,808
$12,491,167
$165,428,070

$276,100,887
$8,371,981
$27,660,830
$312,133,698

$291,384,490
$13,705,414
$46,561,833
$351,651,737

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 8. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21028 Churchville
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
‐
‐
‐
‐

Labor Income
$0
$0
$0
$0

Total Value Added
$0
$0
$0
$0

Output
$0
$0
$0
$0

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

124
‐
24
148

$18,171,356
$0
$826,312
$18,997,668

$34,584,859
$0
$2,280,660
$36,865,519

$34,584,857
$0
$3,870,143
$38,455,000

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
7
7

$0
$0
$259,771
$259,771

$0
$0
$689,376
$689,376

$0
$0
$1,176,718
$1,176,718

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

124
‐
31
155

$18,171,356
$0
$1,086,083
$19,257,438

$34,584,859
$0
$2,970,035
$37,554,894

$34,584,857
$0
$5,046,861
$39,631,718

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 9. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21034 Darlington
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
‐
‐
‐
‐

Labor Income
$0
$0
$0
$0

Total Value Added
$0
$0
$0
$0

Output
$0
$0
$0
$0

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

66
‐
12
78

$9,662,373
$0
$476,139
$10,138,512

$18,390,033
$0
$1,401,950
$19,791,983

$18,390,033
$0
$2,299,975
$20,690,008

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
5
5

$0
$0
$196,500
$196,500

$0
$0
$552,466
$552,466

$0
$0
$915,901
$915,901

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

66
‐
17
83

$9,662,373
$0
$672,639
$10,335,012

$18,390,033
$0
$1,954,416
$20,344,449

$18,390,033
$0
$3,215,876
$21,605,910

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 10. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21040 Edgewood
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
28
25
142
195

Labor Income
$4,738,739
$1,159,498
$5,835,070
$11,733,307

Total Value Added
$7,752,263
$2,049,558
$9,740,344
$19,542,165

Output
$14,388,938
$3,940,940
$16,673,404
$35,003,282

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

1,121
‐
451
1,572

$163,770,700
$0
$17,470,768
$181,241,468

$311,698,636
$0
$40,015,784
$351,714,420

$311,698,628
$0
$67,856,191
$379,554,819

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
76
76

$0
$0
$2,985,974
$2,985,974

$0
$0
$6,564,560
$6,564,560

$0
$0
$11,209,711
$11,209,711

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

1,149
25
668
1,842

$168,509,439
$1,159,498
$26,291,812
$195,960,749

$319,450,898
$2,049,558
$56,320,688
$377,821,145

$326,087,566
$3,940,940
$95,739,306
$425,767,812

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 11. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21047 Fallston
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
‐
‐
‐
‐

Labor Income
$0
$0
$0
$0

Total Value Added
$0
$0
$0
$0

Output
$0
$0
$0
$0

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

470
‐
168
638

$68,659,431
$0
$6,403,453
$75,062,884

$130,676,920
$0
$12,828,665
$143,505,585

$130,676,918
$0
$21,999,576
$152,676,494

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
25
25

$0
$0
$954,893
$954,893

$0
$0
$1,838,451
$1,838,451

$0
$0
$3,197,344
$3,197,344

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

470
‐
193
663

$68,659,431
$0
$7,358,345
$76,017,776

$130,676,920
$0
$14,667,116
$145,344,036

$130,676,918
$0
$25,196,920
$155,873,839

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 12. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21050 Forest Hill
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
16
17
43
76

Labor Income
$1,336,684
$630,260
$1,812,908
$3,779,851

Total Value Added
$1,501,792
$889,556
$2,615,808
$5,007,155

Output
$2,712,797
$1,527,751
$4,563,805
$8,804,353

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

797
‐
312
1,109

$116,427,246
$0
$12,424,071
$128,851,317

$221,591,615
$0
$24,586,829
$246,178,443

$221,591,614
$0
$42,511,762
$264,103,377

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
47
47

$0
$0
$1,908,475
$1,908,475

$0
$0
$3,632,814
$3,632,814

$0
$0
$6,355,260
$6,355,260

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

813
17
401
1,232

$117,763,930
$630,260
$16,145,454
$134,539,643

$223,093,407
$889,556
$30,835,451
$254,818,413

$224,304,411
$1,527,751
$53,430,828
$279,262,990

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 13. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21078 Havre de Grace
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
26
13
69
107

Labor Income
$2,000,682
$493,899
$3,298,757
$5,793,337

Total Value Added
$2,211,050
$726,092
$4,321,514
$7,258,655

Output
$3,929,747
$1,276,004
$7,563,586
$12,769,338

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

815
‐
378
1,193

$119,103,984
$0
$17,064,540
$136,168,523

$226,686,147
$0
$30,624,144
$257,310,291

$226,686,147
$0
$53,119,680
$279,805,827

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
141
141

$0
$0
$6,560,169
$6,560,169

$0
$0
$11,041,305
$11,041,305

$0
$0
$19,398,776
$19,398,776

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

841
13
588
1,442

$117,763,930
$630,260
$16,145,454
$134,539,643

$223,093,407
$889,556
$30,835,451
$254,818,413

$224,304,411
$1,527,751
$53,430,828
$279,262,990

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 14. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21084 Jarrettsville
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
0
0
0
0

Labor Income
$4,840
$120
$3,266
$8,226

Total Value Added
$7,550
$208
$5,698
$13,456

Output
$13,145
$421
$9,995
$23,561

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

217
‐
55
273

$31,750,908
$0
$2,057,571
$33,808,480

$60,430,313
$0
$4,926,009
$65,356,322

$60,430,312
$0
$8,560,105
$68,990,417

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
10
10

$0
$0
$368,166
$368,166

$0
$0
$851,066
$851,066

$0
$0
$1,497,164
$1,497,164

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

217
0
65
282

$31,755,748
$120
$2,429,003
$34,184,871

$60,437,864
$208
$5,782,772
$66,220,844

$60,443,457
$421
$10,067,263
$70,511,142

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 15. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21085 Joppa
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
1
1
1
2

Labor Income
$19,838
$16,248
$24,741
$60,827

Total Value Added
$93,331
$31,883
$42,017
$167,231

Output
$154,384
$59,574
$71,869
$285,827

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

528
‐
177
705

$77,114,007
$0
$6,541,045
$83,655,052

$146,768,199
$0
$15,182,584
$161,950,783

$146,768,198
$0
$25,750,429
$172,518,627

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
43
43

$0
$0
$1,590,799
$1,590,799

$0
$0
$3,531,490
$3,531,490

$0
$0
$6,038,741
$6,038,741

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

529
1
220
749

$77,133,845
$16,248
$8,156,584
$85,306,678

$146,861,530
$31,883
$18,756,090
$165,649,504

$146,922,582
$59,574
$31,861,039
$178,843,195

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 16. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21130 Perryman
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
‐
‐
‐
‐

Labor Income
$0
$0
$0
$0

Total Value Added
$0
$0
$0
$0

Output
$0
$0
$0
$0

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

440
‐
1
441

$64,252,602
$0
$38,595
$64,291,197

$122,289,573
$0
$159,384
$122,448,957

$122,289,575
$0
$296,354
$122,585,929

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
‐
‐

$0
$0
$2,932
$2,932

$0
$0
$14,180
$14,180

$0
$0
$25,835
$25,835

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

440
‐
1
441

$64,252,602
$0
$41,527
$64,294,129

$122,289,573
$0
$173,564
$122,463,137

$122,289,575
$0
$322,188
$122,611,763

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 17. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21132 Pylesville
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
‐
‐
‐
‐

Labor Income
$0
$0
$0
$0

Total Value Added
$0
$0
$0
$0

Output
$0
$0
$0
$0

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

33
‐
2
36

$4,831,187
$0
$83,355
$4,914,542

$9,195,016
$0
$438,654
$9,633,670

$9,195,017
$0
$720,999
$9,916,015

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
1
1

$0
$0
$34,633
$34,633

$0
$0
$182,749
$182,749

$0
$0
$301,521
$301,521

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

33
‐
3
37

$4,831,187
$0
$117,989
$4,949,175

$9,195,016
$0
$621,403
$9,816,419

$9,195,017
$0
$1,022,520
$10,217,536

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 18. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21154 Street
Employment
‐
‐
‐
‐

Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect
Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

137
‐
22
160

Labor Income
$0
$0
$0
$0

$20,053,776
$0
$894,080
$20,947,856

Total Value Added
$0
$0
$0
$0

$38,167,601
$0
$2,543,814
$40,711,415

Output
$0
$0
$0
$0

$38,167,602
$0
$4,223,070
$42,390,672

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

6
6

$230,501
$230,501

$639,227
$639,227

$1,067,859
$1,067,859

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

137
‐
28
165

$20,053,776
$0
$1,124,580
$21,178,356

$38,167,601
$0
$3,183,041
$41,350,642

$38,167,602
$0
$5,290,930
$43,458,532

‐
‐

$0.0
$0.0

$0.0
$0.0

$0.0
$0.0

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 19. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21160 Whiteford
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
‐
‐
‐
‐

Labor Income
$0
$0
$0
$0

Total Value Added
$0
$0
$0
$0

Output
$0
$0
$0
$0

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

85
‐
14
99

$12,409,212
$0
$503,503
$12,912,715

$23,617,989
$0
$1,591,810
$25,209,798

$23,617,989
$0
$2,612,054
$26,230,043

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
1
1

$0
$0
$54,918
$54,918

$0
$0
$168,716
$168,716

$0
$0
$279,346
$279,346

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

85
‐
15
100

$12,409,212
$0
$558,421
$12,967,633

$23,617,989
$0
$1,760,526
$25,378,514

$23,617,989
$0
$2,891,400
$26,509,389

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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Appendix 20. Economic Impacts of APG
ZIP 21161 Whitehall
Procurement
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

Employment
‐
‐
‐
‐

Labor Income
$0
$0
$0
$0

Total Value Added
$0
$0
$0
$0

Output
$0
$0
$0
$0

Personnel
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

105
‐
14
119

$15,353,163
$0
$511,132
$15,864,295

$29,221,100
$0
$1,622,488
$30,843,587

$29,221,099
$0
$2,827,908
$32,049,007

Transfers
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

‐
‐
4
4

$0
$0
$139,590
$139,590

$0
$0
$428,319
$428,319

$0
$0
$758,025
$758,025

Total
Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

105
‐
18
123

$15,353,163
$0
$650,722
$16,003,885

$29,221,100
$0
$2,050,806
$31,271,906

$29,221,099
$0
$3,585,933
$32,807,031

Columns may not sum due to rounding.
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